Canadian Parliamentary Guide

*as of June 2018*

**Executive Branch**
- **Prime Minister**: Justin Trudeau

**Legislative Branch**

**Senate**

**House of Commons**

- 34% of MPs are bilingual
- Youngest Current Sitting MP: Pierre-Luc Dusseault – Elected at 19 yrs old
- The average age of MPs is 51
- Longest Current Sitting MP: Louis Plamondon – 34 years
- Oldest Current Sitting MP: David Allen Tirton – Elected at 63 yrs old
- 39 MPs were born outside of Canada
- 18 MPs served in the military

**Judicial Branch**

- 72% of the House of Commons is represented by women

**Top Occupations in the House of Commons**
- Lawyer
- Businessman / Businesswoman
- Consultant
- Teacher
- Manager

**Canada’s Information Resource Centre (CIRC)**

Find it all and much more online with Canada’s Information Resource Centre (CIRC)